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Recent experiments indicate that static stripe-like charge order is generic to the
hole-doped copper oxide superconductors and competes with superconductivity. Here
we show that a similar type of charge order is present in La5/3Sr1/3CoO4, an insulating
analogue of the copper oxide superconductors containing cobalt in place of copper. The
stripe phase we have detected is accompanied by short-range, quasi-one-dimensional,
antiferromagnetic order, and provides a natural explanation for the distinctive hour-
glass shape of the magnetic spectrum previously observed in neutron scattering mea-
surements of La2−xSrxCoO4 and many hole-doped copper oxide superconductors. The
results establish a solid empirical basis for theories of the hourglass spectrum built on
short-range, quasi-static, stripe correlations.
The hourglass spectrum has been observed in mea-
surements on La2−xSrxCoO4 with x = 0.25 − 0.4 (refs
1–3), but its origin has become a matter of contention.
Initially1, it was explained by a model of short-range
spin and charge stripe correlations similar to those found
in certain hole-doped copper-oxide superconductors near
one-eighth doping4. However, the subsequent failure to
observe charge stripe order in diffraction experiments led
Drees et al. to propose a stripe-free model based on
a nanoscopically phase-separated ground state compris-
ing coexisting regions with local composition x = 0 and
x = 0.5 (ref. 3). The presence or absence of charge
stripes, therefore, is of crucial importance for under-
standing the hourglass spectrum in La2−xSrxCoO4.
The crystal structure of La2−xSrxCoO4 contains well-
separated CoO2 layers with Co arranged on a square
lattice. These layers are isostructural with the CuO2
layers in the copper oxide high-temperature supercon-
ductors. The parent compound La2CoO4 is an insula-
tor with Ne´el-type antiferromagnetic (AFM) order be-
low TN =275K (ref. 5). Substitution of Sr for La adds
positive charge (holes) onto the CoO2 layers, converting
Co2+ into Co3+ and suppressing the AFM order. In the
compositions of interest here the Co2+ ions have spin
S = 3/2 and the Co3+ ions carry no spin (S = 0)1,6.
La2−xSrxCoO4 compounds with x >∼ 0.25 exhibit
diagonally-modulated incommensurate AFM order with
a modulation period which varies linearly with doping
from x ≃ 0.25 up to at least x = 0.5 (refs 2 and 7).
Such magnetic behaviour is also found in the isostruc-
tural layered nickelates La2−xSrxNiO4, where it is caused
by ordering of the holes into stripes which align at 45◦
to the Ni-O bonds and which act as antiphase domain
walls in the AFM order8–11. The superstructure of spin
and charge order observed in the nickelate composition
of most relevance to the present work (x = 1/3) has three
times the period of the square lattice. For La2−xSrxNiO4
with x > 1/3, the charge stripe period decreases linearly
with increasing x until at x = 0.5 the charge order ap-
proaches an ideal checkerboard pattern, see Fig. 1.
The linear doping dependence of the incommensurate
magnetism observed in La2−xSrxCoO4 for x < 1/2 was
interpreted7 as possible evidence for the existence of
diagonal spin-charge stripe phases like those found in
La2−xSrxNiO4. Consistent with this, indirect evidence
for charge freezing at ∼ 100K was inferred from mag-
netic resonance experiments on La2−xSrxCoO4 (refs 12
and 13). Until now, however, attempts to detect charge
stripe order in the cobaltates more directly by neutron
and X-ray diffraction have been unsuccessful. In fact,
instead of the stripe phase expected by analogy with
La2−xSrxNiO4, recent diffraction measurements
14 made
on La5/3Sr1/3CoO4 detected the presence of short-range
checkerboard charge order, a very stable phase previously
found in La2−xSrxCoO4 at x = 1/2 (refs 16 and 17).
In this work we used polarized neutron diffraction to
detect spin and charge stripes in La5/3Sr1/3CoO4. The
stripes have the same arrangement of spin and charge or-
der (SO and CO) as those found in La2−xSrxNiO4 with
x ≃ 1/3 but have a higher degree of disorder. The pres-
ence of this stripe phase provides a natural explanation
for the hourglass magnetic spectrum of La5/3Sr1/3CoO4.
RESULTS
Signatures of checkerboard and stripe correlations
Neutrons do not couple directly to charge but can
probe CO through the associated structural distortions.
Polarization analysis was employed in this work to
achieve an unambiguous separation of the structural and
magnetic scattering from La5/3Sr1/3CoO4 due to charge
and spin order (see Methods). The CO and SO phases
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FIG. 1. Models of ideal spin and charge order in
La2−xSrxCoO4 (a) Period-3 spin and charge stripe order
for x = 1/3. (b) Checkerboard spin and charge order for
x = 1/2. The arrows represent magnetic moments on Co2+
ions and the red spheres denote Co3+. The ions are located
at the corners of the square lattice motif. The same patterns
of spin and charge order apply to La2−xSrxNiO4.
of most relevance to our diffraction results are depicted
in Fig. 1. These are the period-3 stripe phase and the
checkerboard phase.
Figure 2a is a sketch of the (h, h, l) plane in recipro-
cal space showing the main scattering features investi-
gated here. The reciprocal lattice is defined with respect
to the conventional tetragonal unit cell (space group
I4/mmm, lattice parameters a = 0.386nm, c = 1.26 nm)
which describes the room temperature crystal structure
of La5/3Sr1/3CoO4. Diffraction scans along the paths
marked A, B and C are presented in Figs. 2b–d from
measurements made at a temperature T = 2K. Scan
A in Fig. 2b shows two broad magnetic peaks centred
close to h = 1/3 and 2/3, respectively. These derive
from the diagonally-modulated AFM short-range order
observed previously1,7 which produces a four-fold pat-
tern of magnetic diffraction peaks centred on the Ne´el
AFM wavevectors QAF = (h + 1/2, k + 1/2, l) with in-
teger h, k, l. The magnetic peaks are displaced from
QAF by ±(ǫso/2, ǫso/2, 0) and ±(ǫso/2,−ǫso/2, 0), where
ǫso ≈ x for doping levels between 0.25 and 0.5 (refs 2
and 7). From the fitted magnetic peak positions we find
ǫso = 0.37±0.01, and from their widths (half width at half
maximum) we determine a magnetic correlation length of
ξso = 0.68±0.06nm in the [110] direction, consistent with
the previous unpolarized neutron diffraction study1.
The non-magnetic signal in scan A contains a peak at
h = 0.5 with two small shoulders on its flanks at about
the same positions as the magnetic peaks (Fig. 2b). Fig-
ure 3a compares the same scan at temperatures of 2K
and 300K. The shoulders of scattering near h = 1/3
and 2/3 are no longer present at 300K, whereas the
amplitude of the peak at h = 0.5 remains virtually un-
changed. The difference between the 2K and 300K data
sets, also shown in Fig. 3b, reveals two peaks centred
approximately on h = 1/3 and 2/3. The presence of
this additional structural scattering at low temperatures
was confirmed in several other scans parallel to scan A,
two of which are shown in Figs. 3c-f. These reproduce
the same key features as observed in Fig. 3a,b: the cen-
tral peak does not change in amplitude between 2K and
300K, but additional diffuse scattering peaks centred at
h ≃ 1/3 and 2/3 develop below 300K.
This excess structural diffuse scattering at low temper-
ature is consistent with the presence of charge stripes.
In the stripe model the diagonal charge modulation gives
rise to CO diffraction peaks which are displaced from the
reciprocal lattice points by ±(ǫco, ǫco, 0), where ǫco = ǫso.
From our data we obtain ǫco = 0.36 ± 0.01, in agree-
ment with ǫso = 0.37 ± 0.01 found earlier. The fact
that ǫso and ǫco are greater than 1/3, the value for ideal
period-3 stripes (Fig. 1a), suggests either that the hole
doping level of our crystal could be slightly in excess
of 1/3, or that the presence of defects in an otherwise
ideal period-3 stripe pattern causes an effective small
incommensurability15.
Because the stripes can run along either diagonal of
the square lattice with equal probability we also expect
CO peaks at ±(ǫco,−ǫco, 0) relative to the reciprocal lat-
tice points. This pair of peaks together with those at
±(ǫco, ǫco, 0) generate the characteristic fourfold pattern
of CO peaks depicted in Fig. 4a that accompanies the
fourfold pattern of SO peaks. To demonstrate this tetrag-
onal anisotropy we show in Figs. 4b and c the magnetic
and structural scattering intensities measured along two
arcs of the circular path indicated on Fig. 4a. We per-
formed this type of scan by tilting the crystal to vary
the wavevector component out of the (h, h, l) scattering
plane. The magnetic and charge scans both display the
same periodic variation in intensity around the circular
path, with the maxima located at the positions expected
for stripe order. In Fig. 4a the charge peaks are depicted
as isotropic (i.e. circular), but diffuse scattering peaks
from stripe order will in general display twofold sym-
metry as a result of different correlation lengths parallel
and perpendicular to the stripes15. The SO peaks display
this expected twofold anisotropy as reported previously,1.
However, more complete data would be needed to resolve
any such anisotropy in the correlation lengths for the
charge order.
Having established the presence of the stripe phase in
La5/3Sr1/3CoO4 we now develop a more complete pic-
ture of its complex ground state from the l and tem-
perature dependence of the diffuse scattering. Figure 2c
presents scans of the magnetic diffuse scattering at 2K
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FIG. 2. Neutron diffraction from La5/3Sr1/3CoO4 at 2K (a) Diagram of the (h, h, l) reciprocal lattice plane showing
positions of stripe, checkerboard CO and LTO superstructure peaks. (b) Scans along path A showing magnetic and structural
signals separated by polarization analysis. (c,d) Magnetic and structural scattering measured in scans along paths B and C.
In b and d, small spurious peaks from half wavelength (λ/2) contamination in the neutron beam are indicated. The shaded
peaks in d indicate low-temperature orthorhombic superlattice reflections.
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FIG. 3. Charge order scattering from La5/3Sr1/3CoO4 Structural scattering intensities are compared at temperatures
of 2K and 300K in scans along a,b (h, h, 5), c,d (h, h, 7) and e,f (h, h, 4.5). The spurious peaks at h ≃ 0.25 & 0.75 in a, at
h ≃ 0.9 in c, and at h ≃ 1.1 & 1.7 in e, are aluminium powder peaks. The lower plots in each panel show the difference between
the curves recorded at 2K and 300K. The shaded peaks are fits of two Gaussian peaks to this data.
4along paths B and C. Scan B shows that the magnetic
peaks are strongest at l = odd integers in the (h, h, l)
plane. This is a consequence of the way the stripe or-
der propagates along the c axis (see Supplementary Note
1). The large peak widths in scan B imply that the mag-
netic correlations do not extend much beyond an adjacent
layer. The magnetic scattering at QAF (scan C) shows
no periodic variation with l, consistent with a superpo-
sition of the four magnetic peaks which surround QAF,
one pair of which has maxima at l = odd integers and
the other at l = even integers1.
The l variation of the structural diffuse scattering at
2K shows a number of features of interest. Scan C
(Fig. 2d) contains relatively sharp peaks at l = 2, 4, 6
and 8 with some diffuse scattering in between which is
strongest near l = 5 and 7. The sharp peaks at l =
even integers are superstructure reflections from the low
temperature orthorhombic (LTO) structural distortion
which occurs in La2−xSrxCoO4 for x <∼ 0.4 (refs 5 and
7). The intervening diffuse scattering has a similar vari-
ation with l to that observed in the equivalent scan from
the checkerboard CO phase in La3/2Sr1/2CoO4 (refs 16–
18). This confirms the presence of checkerboard CO in
La5/3Sr1/3CoO4, as reported previously
14, and accounts
for the peaks at h = 0.5 and 1.5 in the scans shown in
Fig. 2b and Fig. 3. The observed l-dependence of this
checkerboard CO scattering has been reproduced by a
model for the pattern of subtle displacements of the in-
plane and apical oxygen ions that surround the Co2+ and
Co3+ sites16–18.
Scan B (Fig. 2d), in which roughly half the intensity is
from the stripe CO and half from the tail of the checker-
board CO peak, exhibits a similar l-dependence to that
from the checkerboard CO in scan C. Although the stripe
CO and checkerboard CO peaks occur at different in-
plane wave vectors, their l-dependence is expected to be
similar because in both cases it originates from much the
same local displacements of the oxygen ions in the CoO6
octahedra. The structure factor of this local distortion
mode is very small for l ≤ 3 (refs 16–18), which may
explain why previous attempts to detect stripe CO in
La5/3Sr1/3CoO4 from measurements at l ≤ 3 have been
unsuccessful.
Temperature evolution of stripe spin and charge
order
Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of
the stripe and LTO superstructure peaks found in
La5/3Sr1/3CoO4. Charge stripe correlations develop con-
tinuously on cooling from room temperature down to
100K, below which the signal remains constant. This
temperature variation is consistent with the observation
of charge freezing at ∼ 100K in magnetic resonance
experiments12,13. The associated spin stripe scattering
begins to increase below about 100K. The separation ǫso
of the magnetic peaks changes only slightly between 2K
and ∼90K (see Supplementary Note 2), consistent with
the notion that the magnetic peaks are associated with
the charge stripe order which is fully developed at 100K.
A similar behaviour was observed in La5/3Sr1/3NiO4
(ref. 19). The LTO superstructure appears gradually be-
low room temperature but develops most strongly be-
low about 150K, in accord with the published phase di-
agram of La2−xSrxCoO4 (ref. 7) and previous results for
x = 0.33 (ref. 14).
As already seen in Fig. 3, the checkerboard CO does
not change below room temperature in La5/3Sr1/3CoO4.
This is consistent with the very robust nature of
the checkerboard phase, which persists up to about
825K in half-doped La3/2Sr1/2CoO4 (ref. 17). In
La3/2Sr1/2CoO4, AFM ordering of spins on the Co
2+
sites (Fig. 1b) sets in gradually at around 40K and gives
rise to strong diffraction peaks close to (0.25, 0.25, l) and
(0.75, 0.75, l) with l odd17,20. We found no evidence for
such AFM order associated with the checkerboard CO
phase in La5/3Sr1/3CoO4.
DISCUSSION
Our measurements indicate that the ground state of
La5/3Sr1/3CoO4 is phase-separated into two dominant
components with different local hole concentrations: (1)
spin-and-charge stripe order (x ≃ 1/3), and (2) checker-
board charge order (x ≃ 1/2). The typical size of the
correlated regions is <∼ 1 nm. At low temperature the
different orders appear static on the timescale of neu-
tron diffraction (∼ 10−12 s) and probably also magnetic
resonance12,13 (∼ 10−6 s), but given the short correla-
tion lengths they must in reality be quasi-static, i.e. not
static but fluctuating at a rate that is slower than the
experimental time window. To maintain charge neutral-
ity there must also be regions with local doping x < 1/3,
but these regions must be small as we could not detect
any distinct diffraction signature of them. In particular,
we did not observe any magnetic peaks at QAF charac-
teristic of La2CoO4-type Ne´el AFM order.
The results obtained here are significant for under-
standing the ground state and magnetic dynamics of
La2−xSrxCoO4, and could also have implications for the
copper oxide high temperature superconductors. The
magnetic spectrum of La2−xSrxCoO4 for x = 0.25−0.4 is
notable in that its overall structure, i.e. the distribution
of intensity as a function of energy and in-plane wavevec-
tor observed in neutron scattering measurements, has an
hourglass shape1–3. The spectrum emerges from the four
incommensurate magnetic diffraction peaks which sur-
round QAF. With increasing energy the four peaks first
disperse inwards until they merge at QAF then disperse
outwards again. Above the waist of the hourglass the
spectrum also has a four-fold pattern but now rotated by
45◦ with respect to the pattern below the waist.
The discovery of quasi-static charge stripes consoli-
dates the stripe scenario proposed to explain the hour-
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The LTO superstructure data are from measurements at
(0.5, 0.5, 4), and the spin and charge stripe data are from
measurements at (1.38, 1.38, 4.5). In each case, a measure-
ment made at 300K has been subtracted from the remaining
data. The lines are guides for the eye.
glass spectrum in La5/3Sr1/3CoO4 (ref. 1). An hourglass
spectrum arises naturally from a stripe-ordered ground
state in which magnetic correlations are stronger along
the stripes than across them21,22. In such a case, the
lower and upper parts of the spectrum are from the inter-
and intra-stripe parts of the magnon dispersion, respec-
tively, and the waist is a saddle point formed from the
maximum of the inter-stripe dispersion and the minimum
of the intra-stripe dispersion. The 45◦ rotation of the in-
tensity maxima above the waist relative to the fourfold
pattern below the waist is explained by the superposition
of quasi-one-dimensional dispersion surfaces from orthog-
onal stripe domains1.
Recently, a stripe-free model of La2−xSrxCoO4 has
been proposed that also has an hourglass spectrum3,14.
The model is based on a phase-separated ground state
comprising nanoscopic x = 0.5 regions with checkerboard
CO coexisting with undoped (x = 0) regions with Ne´el
AFM order3. In the this picture, the part of the hourglass
spectrum below the waist derives from magnetic correla-
tions associated with the checkerboard CO regions while
the part above waist comes from Ne´el AFM correlations
in the the undoped regions.
Let us consider the stripe-free model in the light of the
present results. First, in our sample of La5/3Sr1/3CoO4
we found ǫso ≃ ǫco = 0.36 ± 0.01, which is signifi-
cantly different from the value ǫso = ǫco = 0.5 char-
acteristic of the AFM order associated with the ideal
checkerboard CO (Fig. 1b). In our view, this is clear
evidence that the strong magnetic peaks from which
the low energy part of the hourglass spectrum emerges
are associated with the stripe component of the ground
state and not the checkerboard regions. Second, this
evidence is reinforced by the fact that the magnetic
diffraction peaks in La5/3Sr1/3CoO4 persist up to ap-
proximately 100K (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 4),
well above the corresponding magnetic ordering temper-
ature ≃ 40K of the checkerboard CO phase observed
of La3/2Sr1/2CoO4 (refs 16 and 20). Due to disorder ef-
fects, the magnetic correlations are expected to be weaker
in nano-sized patches of checkerboard CO than in bulk
La3/2Sr1/2CoO4, and the magnetic dynamics of these
spins could be sufficiently slow and diffusive that they do
not influence the observed hourglass spectrum, consistent
with the idea that the observed spectrum is dominated
by that from the stripe phase. Third, the absence of
La2CoO4-type AFM order means there can be no gap in
the spin fluctuation spectrum associated with spin cor-
relations in any undoped regions, since a gap requires
broken rotational symmetry. This is inconsistent with
the stripe-free model, which requires the fully-gapped
La2CoO4-type magnon spectrum in order to produce the
waist and upper part of the hourglass. In addition, the
magnon spectrum of Ne´el-ordered La2CoO4 is isotropic
6until the spectrum approaches the zone boundary at high
energies23, and therefore cannot reproduce the observed
tetragonal anisotropy and 45◦ rotation of the intensity
maxima relative to the fourfold pattern below the waist
of the hourglass1,2.
Although the ground state of La5/3Sr1/3CoO4 is more
complex than originally assumed, we conclude that the
weight of evidence favours the stripe explanation for
the hourglass spectrum. Many hole-doped copper ox-
ide superconductors exhibit an hourglass spectrum with
the same general structure as that of La5/3Sr1/3CoO4
(ref. 24), and some underdoped cuprates also have sim-
ilar (quasi-)static spin and charge stripe order4,25. The
magnetic spectrum is important for understanding the
physics of cuprates because it offers a window onto the
nature of the correlated magnetic ground state which
supports superconductivity. The present results provide
an experimental basis for theories that assume a ground
state with static or slowly fluctuating stripes in order to
explain the hourglass spectrum in cuprates.
I. METHODS
A. Experimental details
The single-crystal sample of La5/3Sr1/3CoO4 was
grown by the floating-zone method in an image furnace
and is part of the larger of the two crystals measured
previously1. Polarized neutron diffraction measurements
were performed with the longitudinal polarization setup
of the IN20 triple-axis spectrometer at the Institut Laue–
Langevin. Approximately 5 g of the crystal was mounted
in a helium cryostat and aligned with (h, h, l) as the hori-
zontal scattering scattering plane. Incident and scattered
neutrons of energy 14.7meV were selected by a Heusler
monochromator and a Heusler analyser. Two pyrolytic
graphite (PG) filters were placed before the sample to
suppress second- and third-order harmonic contamina-
tion in the incident beam. A magnetic guide field at the
sample position ensured that the direction of the neutron
spin polarization (P) was aligned with the neutron scat-
tering vector (Q), and a spin flipper was placed after the
sample. Neutrons whose spin direction reversed (spin-flip
scattering) or did not reverse (non-spin-flip scattering) on
scattering were recorded separately. Measurements were
recorded for 80 s per point per polarization channel, but
scans shown in Figs. 3–4 were repeated several times and
averaged. Error bars on the data in Figs. 2–5 are stan-
dard deviations obtained from neutron counts.
B. Corrections for non-ideal neutron polarization
In principle, polarization analysis can be used to com-
pletely separate magnetic of electronic origin from struc-
tural scattering because when the neutron polarization
P is parallel to the scattering vector Q the spin of the
neutron is always flipped in a magnetic interaction and
is always unchanged in a coherent nuclear interaction26.
In reality, inaccuracies due to imperfect neutron polar-
ization and flipping efficiency cause some leakage of the
magnetic scattering into the non-spin-flip channel and
vice versa. The quality of the polarization setup is rep-
resented by the flipping ratio R, which in our exper-
iment was measured on a nuclear Bragg peak: R =
(INSFBragg − B
NSF)/(ISFBragg − B
SF). Here, INSF and ISF
are the raw counts in the non-spin-flip (NSF) and spin-
flip (SF) channels, and BNSF and BSF are correspond-
ing backgrounds (incoherent scattering and instrumental
backgrounds). The observed value was R = 25.7, which
corresponds to 92.5% polarisation.
Supplementary Fig. 1 provides an illustration of the
separation of magnetic and nuclear scattering before any
corrections were made. The plot shows the raw inten-
sities INSF and ISF measured along the line (h, h, 3) in
reciprocal space. The structural diffuse scattering from
charge order and the LTO distortion is very small in this
particular scan, and the near absence of any structure
in INSF shows that there is very little leakage of the
strong magnetic peaks into the NSF channel. The peaks
fitted to INSF and ISF are consistent with R = 25.7,
which demonstrates that the good polarisation observed
in Bragg diffraction also extends to diffuse scattering.
As there inevitably is a small leakage between channels,
which is almost entirely due to beam polarization, we
applied standard corrections to the data given by
(
N
M
)
corr
=
1
R− 1
(
R −1
−1 R
)(
INSF −BNSF
ISF −BSF
)
meas
,
where N and M are the corrected nuclear and magnetic
intensities. M contains the total intensity from magnetic
components perpendicular to Q.
Supplementary Fig. 2 illustrates the effect these cor-
rections have on the structural diffuse scattering studied
in this work. The upper panels (a, d and g) show un-
corrected data. The middle panels (b, e, h) show data
corrected with R = 25.7, and the lower panels (c, f, i)
are corrected with R = 15, a value well below that ob-
served in the experiment. In each case, data recorded at
2K and 300K are shown in the first two columns, and
the difference between 2K and 300K is plotted in the
third column for the NSF/N channel. The effect of the
polarization corrections is seen to be negligible. This is
important because at low temperature the structural dif-
fuse scattering peaks due to the stripe charge order are
almost coincident with the magnetic diffraction peaks.
The results in Supplementary Fig. 2 demonstrate that
the corrections are not very sensitive to the value of R,
and so one can be confident that the stripe CO signal
obtained in this work is not the result of feed-through
from the magnetic scattering channel.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Separation of magnetic and nuclear scattering. Raw polarized neutron diffraction
intensities for La5/3Sr1/3CoO4 measured at a temperature of 2K along the line (h, h, 3) in reciprocal space. The two peaks in
the SF channel are from the stripe magnetic order. There is very little leakage between the two polarization channels, consistent
with the assumed flipping ratio R = 25.7. The small peak at h = 0.5 in both channels is due to second order diffraction (λ/2)
from the (1, 1, 6) Bragg peak. This and other peaks originating from λ/2 contamination are temperature-independent and so
cancel out when scans at different temperatures are subtracted, as was done to reveal the stripe CO scattering. Error bars on
the data are standard deviations obtained from neutron counts.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Effect of polarisation corrections. The upper three panels show raw, uncorrected data. The
middle and lower three panels show data corrected with R = 25.7 and R = 15, respectively. Panels a – c contain the raw NSF
scattering and corrected structural diffuse scattering (N) due to checkerboard and stripe charge order, and panels d – f contain
the raw SF scattering and corrected magnetic diffuse scattering (M). Panels g – i show the raw and corrected NSF signal after
subtraction of the 300K data from the 2K data to isolate the structural diffuse scattering due to stripe charge order. Error
bars on the data are standard deviations obtained from neutron counts.
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Supplementary Figure 3: Models for the spin and
charge order on adjacent layers in La5/3Sr1/3CoO4.
The open circles represent Co3+ holes, and the arrows indicate
ordered spins on Co2+. Black and red symbols are for z =
0 and z = 1/2 layers, respectively. t1 and t2 are the two
different stacking vectors. The parallelograms are unit cells
for the spin and charge order within each CoO2 layer.
Supplementary Table 1. Values of the factor 1 + exp(iQ ·
t) for charge order (CO) diffraction peaks for each of the
four ideal period-3 stripe structure shown in Supplementary
Fig. 3. Values are given for two of the CO peaks surrounding
(0.5, 0.5, l), one from each stripe domain.
CO stacking (1/3, 1/3, l) (2/3, 1/3, l)
model t l even l odd l even l odd
1 & 3 t1 1 3 3 1
2 & 4 t2 4 0 0 4
Supplementary Table 2. Values of the factor 1+T exp(iQ·
t) for spin order (SO) diffraction peaks for each of the
four ideal period-3 stripe structures shown in Supplementary
Fig. 3. Values are given for two of the SO peaks surrounding
(0.5, 0.5, l), one from each stripe domain.
SO stacking (1/3, 1/3, l) (2/3, 1/3, l)
model (t, T ) l even l odd l even l odd
1 (t1,+1) 1 3 3 1
2 (t2,+1) 4 0 0 4
3 (t1,−1) 3 1 1 3
4 (t2,−1) 0 4 4 0
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 1:
STACKING OF SPIN AND CHARGE STRIPE
ORDER ALONG C AXIS
In this section we analyze the stacking of the incom-
mensurate CO and SO based on the scans presented in
Fig. 2c,d in the main article, which show that spin and
charge correlations extend over a short distance ∼ c per-
pendicular to the CoO2 layers. Since both the charge and
magnetic peaks are centred at integer l values the ma-
jority stacking of the (quasi-)order has the same c-axis
period as the lattice. However, there are several different
ways in which the order can be related on adjacent layers
related by the body-centering translation.
We consider ideal site-centred period-3 stripes and
assume that the magnetic structure is collinear. This
means that the charge superstructure on one layer (z =
0) can be related to that on an adjacent layer (z = 1/2)
by a translation t. For the spin order, the translation is
followed by the time reversal operation T = ±1, where
T = +1 means no change in the spins, and T = −1
means reversal of all the spins. The structure factors
for the spin and charge diffraction peaks then contain
a factor 1 + T exp(iQ · t), where T = +1 for charge
order and T = ±1 for spin order. In the exponential,
Q · t = (Qxtx + Qyty + Qztz), where tx, ty, tz are the
components of t written as fractional coordinates along
the crystallographic a, b, and c axes, and Qx, Qy, Qz are
the components of Q in reciprocal lattice units.
There are two distinct stackings of the charge or-
der, which may be described by stacking vectors t1 =
(0.5, 0.5, 0.5) and t2 = (−0.5, 0.5, 0.5). For each of these,
the magnetic stacking can have T = +1 or T = −1. This
gives four distinct superstructures for the combined spin
and charge order with the periodicity of the lattice in the
c direction. The unit cells of each of these are shown in
Supplementary Fig. 3 for a stripe domain in which the
stripes run parallel to the [1,−1] direction on the square
lattice. Rotation of the stripe pattern by 90◦ gives an
equivalent domain in which the stripes are parallel to
the [1, 1] direction.
For ideal period-3 stripes the charge order (CO) peaks
are located at Qco = G ± q1 and G ± q2, where G =
(h, k, l) is a reciprocal lattice vector, and the spin order
(SO) diffraction peaks are located at Qso = QAF ± q1/2
and QAF ± q2/2, where QAF = (h + 1/2, k + 1/2, l) is
an antiferromagnetic wavevector. q1 = (1/3, 1/3, 0) and
q2 = (1/3,−1/3, 0) are modulation wavevectors for the
two equivalent orthogonal stripe domains. In the q1 do-
main the stripes run parallel to the [1,−1] direction on
the square lattice, and in the q2 domain the stripes are
parallel to the [1, 1] direction.
Supplementary Tables V and V list the values of the
1 + T exp(iQ · t) factor for the quartets of CO and SO
satellites surrounding (0.5, 0.5, l), l even and odd. The
satellite peaks (1/3, 1/3, l) and (2/3, 1/3, l) are represen-
tative of the two domains. The data recorded along scan
B presented in Fig. 2c in the main article show that for
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Supplementary Figure 4: Temperature dependence of
magnetic order in La5/3Sr1/3CoO4. (a) Unpolarised neu-
tron diffraction measurements at 10K, 55K and 146K along
the line (h, h, 3) in reciprocal space. (b) Temperature depen-
dence of the intensity of the fitted magnetic peaks. (c) Tem-
perature dependence of the magnetic peak positions. Above
100K the magnetic signal is too weak to fit the peak centres.
To estimate the magnetic intensity above 100K the peaks cen-
tres and widths were fixed, and only their amplitudes varied.
the (1/3, 1/3, l)-type peaks the SO diffuse scattering is
strongest for odd l integers. From Supplementary Ta-
ble V one can see that this observation favours the com-
bined spin and charge stripe stacking described by either
model 1 or model 4. Scan B in Fig. 2d indicates that the
CO diffuse scattering has maxima close to odd l and min-
ima at even l, which from Supplementary Table V favours
models 1 and 3. Taken together, therefore, the evidence
supports model 1. However, this conclusion should be
considered tentative as the peaks are very broad in l and
it is possible that the observed l-dependence comes en-
tirely from the form factor of the CoO6 distortion pat-
tern, and not from any inter-layer correlations. A direct
way to check this would be to measure the l-dependence
along (2/3, 1/3, l). If inter-layer correlations are signifi-
cant then the non-magnetic scattering along (2/3, 1/3, l)
should be different from that along (1/3, 1/3, l) in accord
with the structure factors given in Supplementary Ta-
ble V. Temperature difference data to fully isolate the
l-dependence of the stripe CO scattering from the tails
of the checkerboard CO peaks would also be valuable.
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 2:
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF MAGNETIC
ORDER
The temperature dependence of the magnetic diffrac-
tion peaks was studied by unpolarized neutron diffrac-
tion on the IN8 triple-axis spectrometer at the Institut
Laue–Langevin. Incident and scattered neutrons with
energy 14.7meV were selected by Bragg reflection from
a Si (111) monochromator and a pyrolytic graphite (002)
analyzer, respectively. The resolution will be slightly dif-
ferent from that achieved on IN20 owing to the different
monochromator and analyzer materials and the fact that
both were doubly focussed on IN8 whereas the IN20 anal-
yser was only focussed horizontally.
Scans along (h, h, 3) were performed at a series of tem-
peratures between 10K and 146K. Examples are shown
in Supplementary Fig. 4a. From the polarized neutron
measurements (Supplementary Fig. 1) there is very little
structural diffuse scattering in this scan, so the tempera-
ture dependence of the scattering can be assumed to be
from the magnetic order. The temperature dependence
of the peak intensities and positions are shown in Supple-
mentary Figs. 3b and 3c. These were obtained by fitting
a lineshape comprising three Gaussians to the data. By
100K the magnetic diffraction intensity has dropped to
below 10% of its value at the lowest temperature but
the peak positions have shifted only slightly, towards the
antiferromagnetic wavevector at the centre of the scan.
This indicates that the incommensurate magnetic order
is coupled to the incommensurate charge order, which is
almost temperature independent below 100K (see Fig. 5
in the main article).
